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CAD/CAM/CIM
National Union Catalog
Software-Defined Radio for Engineers
The Fourier Transform and Its Applications
Power System Engineering, 3e
Designed as a textbook for undergraduate students in various engineering
disciplines—Mechanical, Civil, Industrial Engineering, Electronics Engineer-ing and
Computer Science—and for postgraduate students in Industrial Engineering and
Water Resource Management, this comprehensive and well-organized book, now in
its Second Edition, shows how complex economic decisions can be made from a
number of given alternatives. It provides the managers not only a sound basis but
also a clear-cut approach to making decisions. These decisions will ultimately
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result in minimizing costs and/or maximizing benefits. What is more, the book
adequately illustrates the concepts with numerical problems and Indian cases.
While retaining all the chapters of the previous edition, the book adds a number of
topics to make it more comprehensive and more student friendly. What’s New to
This Edition • Discusses different types of costs such as average cost, recurring
cost, and life cycle cost. • Deals with different types of cost estimating models,
index numbers and capital allowance. • Covers the basics of nondeterministic
decision making. • Describes the meaning of cash flows with probability
distributions and decision making, and selection of alternatives using simulation. •
Discusses the basic concepts of Accounting. This book, which is profusely
illustrated with worked-out examples and a number of diagrams and tables, should
prove extremely useful not only as a text but also as a reference for those offering
courses in such areas as Project Management, Production Management, and
Financial Management.

Computer Based Numerical & Statistical Techniques
Social Networks and the Semantic Web offers valuable information to practitioners
developing social-semantic software for the Web. It provides two major case
studies. The first case study shows the possibilities of tracking a research
community over the Web. It reveals how social network mining from the web plays
an important role for obtaining large scale, dynamic network data beyond the
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possibilities of survey methods. The second case study highlights the role of the
social context in user-generated classifications in content, such as the tagging
systems known as folksonomies.

Finite Element Analysis
In the present edition,authors have made sincere efforts to make the book up-todate.A noteable feature is the inclusion of two chapters on Power System.It is
hoped that this edition will serve the readers in a more useful way.

Engineering Economics and Costing
The textbook is designed for B.Tech students of Electrical/Mechanical/Industrial
Engineering and M.Tech students of Power System/Energy Engineering/Energy
Management. It will also be useful for MBA courses on Energy Management
conducted by some universities through distance education mode. The book, now
in its Second Edition, offers an exhaustive discussion of the energy analysis
methodologies and tools to optimize the utilization of energy and how to enhance
efficiency during conversion of energy from one form to another. It illustrates the
energy analysis methods used in factories, transportation systems and buildings
highlighting the various forms of use. It also discusses the thermodynamic
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principles of energy conversion and constitution of energy balance equation for
such systems. The book examines the energy costs in our everyday life in terms of
energy inputs in food cultivation. It also discusses similar energy costs of using
fuels, other goods and services in our daily life KEY FEATURES • Includes numerous
questions and answers on Energy Management • Contains problems and solutions
on Energy Management • Provides MCQs for the preparation of certified energy
auditor examination conducted by the Bureau of Energy Efficiency, GoI • Includes
Case Studies NEW TO THE SECOND EDITION • Includes new chapters on Electrical
Systems, Transformers, Electric Motors, Pumps and Fans, Compressors, Water
Heaters, Electrolytic Processes, and Energy Control Centre • Incorporates latest
topics in the existing chapters • Provides critical case studies

Socially Responsible Outsourcing
The Handbook of Technology and Innovation Management
As the capability and utility of robots has increased dramatically with new
technology, robotic systems can perform tasks that are physically dangerous for
humans, repetitive in nature, or require increased accuracy, precision, and sterile
conditions to radically minimize human error. The Robotics and Automation
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Handbook addresses the major aspects of designing, fabricating, and enabling
robotic systems and their various applications. It presents kinetic and dynamic
methods for analyzing robotic systems, considering factors such as force and
torque. From these analyses, the book develops several controls approaches,
including servo actuation, hybrid control, and trajectory planning. Design aspects
include determining specifications for a robot, determining its configuration, and
utilizing sensors and actuators. The featured applications focus on how the specific
difficulties are overcome in the development of the robotic system. With the ability
to increase human safety and precision in applications ranging from handling
hazardous materials and exploring extreme environments to manufacturing and
medicine, the uses for robots are growing steadily. The Robotics and Automation
Handbook provides a solid foundation for engineers and scientists interested in
designing, fabricating, or utilizing robotic systems.

Engineering Mathematics - Ii
About the Book: This book Engineering Mathematics-II is designed as a selfcontained, comprehensive classroom text for the second semester B.E. Classes of
Visveswaraiah Technological University as per the Revised new Syllabus. The
topics included are Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus and Vector Integration,
Differential Equations and Laplace Transforms. The book is written in a simple way
and is accompanied with explanatory figures. All this make the students enjoy the
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subject while they learn. Inclusion of selected exercises and problems make the
book educational in nature. It shou.

Advanced Structural Analysis
Water Supply Engineering
This textbook introduces electrical engineering students to the most relevant
concepts and techniques in three major areas today in power system engineering,
namely analysis, security and deregulation. The book carefully integrates theory
and practical applications. It emphasizes power flow analysis, details analysis
problems in systems with fault conditions, and discusses transient stability
problems as well. In addition, students can acquire software development skills in
MATLAB and in the usage of state-of-the-art software tools such as Power World
Simulator (PWS) and Siemens PSS/E. In any energy management/operations
control centre, the knowledge of contingency analysis, state estimation and
optimal power flow is of utmost importance. Part 2 of the book provides
comprehensive coverage of these topics. The key issues in electricity deregulation
and restructuring of power systems such as Transmission Pricing, Available
Transfer Capability (ATC), and pricing methods in the context of Indian scenario are
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discussed in detail in Part 3 of the book. The book is interspersed with problems for
a sound understanding of various aspects of power systems. The questions at the
end of each chapter are provided to reinforce the knowledge of students as well as
prepare them from the examination point of view. The book will be useful to both
the undergraduate students of electrical engineering and postgraduate students of
power engineering and power management in several courses such as Power
System Analysis, Electricity Deregulation, Power System Security, Restructured
Power Systems, as well as laboratory courses in Power System Simulation.

Robotics and Automation Handbook
This timely handbook represents the latest thinking in the field of technology and
innovation management, with an up-to-date overview of the key developments in
the field. The editor provides with a critical, introductory essay that establishes the
theoretical framework for studying technology and innovation management The
book will include 15-20 original essays by leading authors chosen for their key
contribution to the field These chapters chart the important debates and
theoretical issues under 3 or 4 thematic headings The handbook concludes with an
essay by the Editor highlighting the emergent issues for research The book is
targeted as a handbook for academics as well as a text for graduate courses in
technology and innovation management
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Objective Electrical Technology
The latest ideas in machine analysis and design have led to a major revision of the
field's leading handbook. New chapters cover ergonomics, safety, and computeraided design, with revised information on numerical methods, belt devices,
statistics, standards, and codes and regulations. Key features include: *new
material on ergonomics, safety, and computer-aided design; *practical reference
data that helps machines designers solve common problems--with a minimum of
theory. *current CAS/CAM applications, other machine computational aids, and
robotic applications in machine design. This definitive machine design handbook
for product designers, project engineers, design engineers, and manufacturing
engineers covers every aspect of machine construction and operations.
Voluminous and heavily illustrated, it discusses standards, codes and regulations;
wear; solid materials, seals; flywheels; power screws; threaded fasteners; springs;
lubrication; gaskets; coupling; belt drive; gears; shafting; vibration and control;
linkage; and corrosion.

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS
1 Introduction to Project management 2 Project Planning And Scheduling 3 PRoject
Monitoring And Control 4 Project Economics 5 Project Resources And Safety
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Aspects 6 Project Appraisal University Question Papers

Social Networks and the Semantic Web
The textbook introduces the students to the science and technology of powder
metallurgy including the treatment of ceramic powders and powders of some
intermetallic compounds. With improved organization and enriched contents, the
book explores a thorough coverage of various aspects of powder metallurgy
involving raw materials, various methods of production of metallic powders and
non-metallic powders, their characteristics, technological aspects of compacting
and sintering, various applications of powder metallurgy technology using different
techniques as well as most of the recent developments in powder metallurgy. With
all the latest information incorporated and several key pedagogical attributes
included, this textbook is an invaluable learning tool for the undergraduate
students of metallurgical and materials engineering for a one semester course on
powder metallurgy. It also caters to the students of mechanical engineering,
automobile engineering, aerospace engineering, industrial and production
engineering for their courses in manufacturing technology, processes and
practices. HIGHLIGHTS OF SECOND EDITION • Sections exploring the grinding in
mills, disintegration of liquid metals and alloys, some more methods for the
production of iron powder by reduction of oxides, metallothermic reduction of
oxides, etc. have been included. • Sections on mechanical comminution of solid
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materials, structural P/M parts, etc. have been modified highlighting an up to date
version. • Several types of questions have been incorporated in the additional
questions given at the end of book to guide the students from examination and
practice point of view.AUDIENCE • For Undergraduate students of Metallurgical and
Materials Engineering for a one semester course on powder metallurgy. •
Mechanical Engineering, Automobile Engineering, Aerospace Engineering,
Industrial and Production Engineering for their courses in manufacturing
technology, processes and practices.

A Text Book of Automobile Engineering
The Technology Of Cad/Cam/Cim Deals With The Creation Of Information At
Different Stages From Design To Marketing And Integration Of Information And Its
Effective Communication Among The Various Activities Like Design, Product Data
Management, Process Planning, Production Planning And Control, Manufacturing,
Inspection, Materials Handling Etc., Which Are Individually Carried Out Through
Computer Software. Seamless Transfer Of Information From One Application To
Another Is What Is Aimed At.This Book Gives A Detailed Account Of The Various
Technologies Which Form Computer Based Automation Of Manufacturing Activities.
The Issues Pertaining To Geometric Model Creation, Standardisation Ofgraphics
Data, Communication, Manufacturing Information Creation And Manufacturing
Control Have Been Adequately Dealt With. Principles Of Concurrent Engineering
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Have Been Explained And Latest Software In The Various Application Areas Have
Been Introduced.The Book Is Written With Two Objectives To Serve As A Textbook
For Students Studying Cad/Cam/Cim And As A Reference Book For Professional
Engineers.

Foundations of Data Science
This book provides a thorough understanding of the principles and applications of
engineering mechanics. Beginning with an introduction to the subject, the book
provides a detailed treatment of systems of forces and explains the concepts of
centroid and centre of gravity, moment of inertia, virtual work, friction, kinematics
of particle and motion of projectiles. It also discusses the laws of motion, power
and energy, and collision of elastic bodies in dynamics. Topics are dealt with in a
well-organised sequence with proper explanations and simple mathematical
formulations. Key features: Includes both vector and scalar analyses of topics.
Emphasises the practical applicability of engineering mechanics to real-life
situations. Provides key concepts to help instructors deliver improved lectures.
Includes a large number of worked-out examples. Provides chapter-end review
questions to test students' understanding of the subject. Includes chapter-end
numerical problems to enhance problem-solving ability. Incorporates objective
type questions to help students prepare for examinations.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
Advanced Structural Analysis is a textbook that essentially covers matrix analysis
of structures, presented in a fresh and insightful way. This book is an extension of
the author s basic book on Structural Analysis. The initial three chapters review the
basic concepts in structural analysis and matrix algebra, and show how the latter
provides an excellent mathematical framework for the former. The next three
chapters discuss in detail and demonstrate through many examples how matrix
methods can be applied to linear static analysis of skeletal structures (plane and
space trusses; beams and grids; plane and space frames) by the stiffness method.
Also, it is shown how simple structures can be conveniently solved using a reduced
stiffness formulation, involving far less computational effort. The flexibility method
is also discussed. Finally, in the seventh chapter, analysis of elastic instability and
second-order response is discussed in detail. The main objective is to enable the
student to have a good grasp of all the fundamental issues in these advanced
topics in Structural Analysis, besides enjoying the learning process, and developing
analytical and intuitive skills. With these strong fundamentals, the student will be
well prepared to explore and understand further topics like Finite Elements
Analysis.

Power System Analysis
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Fire Safety is the science of fire and the means of protection against it. Being
multidisciplinary in nature, the subject is closely related to chemical engineering,
building services, electrical, electronics, structural and civil engineering and
industrial engineering. There is a dearth of books on this subject, and therefore,
the author aims to provide readers with a lucidly written, comprehensive text
explaining the fundamentals of the fire process and means of protection.
Comprising twelve chapters, this well-illustrated book with data tables begins with
the introduction of the subject and then proceeds to explain fire process, its
chemistry, heat and temperature in fire, hydraulics, active and passive fire
protection systems, risk management and insurance, and finally investigations and
reconstructions of fire incidents. The book appends useful information on fire
safety including cases to explain the causes of fire, Indian Standards on fire safety,
explosion and properties of some flammable materials. NEW TO THE SECOND
EDITION • A chapter on Modelling for Fire Safety • Updated data tables and text
wherever necessary TARGET AUDIENCE B.Tech. (Safety and Fire Engineering)
B.Tech. (Chemical Engineering)

Contemporary Engineering Economics
Standard Handbook of Machine Design
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Fluid Power Engineering
ENGINEERING TRIBOLOGY
With The Authors Experience Of Teaching The Courses On Finite Element Analysis
To Undergraduate And Postgraduate Students For Several Years, The Author Felt
Need For Writing This Book. The Concept Of Finite Element Analysis, Finding
Properties Of Various Elements And Assembling Stiffness Equation Is Developed
Systematically By Splitting The Subject Into Various Chapters.The Method Is Made
Clear By Solving Many Problems By Hand Calculations. The Application Of Finite
Element Method To Plates, Shells And Nonlinear Analysis Is Presented. After Listing
Some Of The Commercially Available Finite Element Analysis Packages, The
Structure Of A Finite Element Program And The Desired Features Of Commercial
Packages Are Discussed.

A Textbook of Strength of Materials
Project Management and Engineering Economics
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This book provides an introduction to the mathematical and algorithmic
foundations of data science, including machine learning, high-dimensional
geometry, and analysis of large networks. Topics include the counterintuitive
nature of data in high dimensions, important linear algebraic techniques such as
singular value decomposition, the theory of random walks and Markov chains, the
fundamentals of and important algorithms for machine learning, algorithms and
analysis for clustering, probabilistic models for large networks, representation
learning including topic modelling and non-negative matrix factorization, wavelets
and compressed sensing. Important probabilistic techniques are developed
including the law of large numbers, tail inequalities, analysis of random
projections, generalization guarantees in machine learning, and moment methods
for analysis of phase transitions in large random graphs. Additionally, important
structural and complexity measures are discussed such as matrix norms and VCdimension. This book is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate courses in
the design and analysis of algorithms for data.

ENERGY ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
Trends in Civil Engineering and Challenges for Sustainability
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Power System Analysis provides the basic fundamentals of power system analysis
with detailed illustrations and explanations. Throughout the book, carefully chosen
examples are given with a systematic approach to have a better understanding of
the text discussed. It presents the topics of power system analysis including power
system modeling, load flow studies, symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault
analyses, stability analysis, etc. The book is principally designed as a self-study
material for electrical engineering students.* Cogent and lucid style of
presentation.* Clear explanations of concepts with appropriate illustrations.*
Examples with detailed explanations.* Systematic, step-by-step approach to solved
problems.* Short-answer questions to recapitulate the basics.* Exercises at the
end of each chapter for self-practice.* Solution to university questions for better
scoring.

Objective Mechanical Engineering
This introductory yet comprehensive book presents the fundamental concepts on
the analysis and design of tribological systems. It is a unique blend of scientific
principles, mathematical formulations and engineering practice. The text discusses
properties and measurements of engineering surfaces, surface contact geometry
and contact stresses. Besides, it deals with adhesion, friction, wear, lubrication and
related interfacial pheno-mena. It also highlights recent developments like
nanotribology and fractal analysis with great clarity. The book is intended as a text
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for senior under-graduate and postgraduate students of mechanical engineering,
production/industrial engineering, metallurgy and material science. It can also
serve as a reference for practising engineers and designers.

Reliability Engineering
This hallmark text on Power System Engineering provides the readers a
comprehensive account of all key concepts in the field. The book includes latest
technology developments and talks about some crucial areas of Power system,
such as Transmission & Distribution, Analysis & Stability, and Protection &
Switchgear. With its rich content, it caters to the requirements of students,
instructors, and professionals.

Basic And Applied Thermodynamics 2/E
The renowned reference work is a practical guide to the selection and design of the
components of machines and to their lubrication. It has been completely revised
for this second edition by leading experts in the area.

Engineering Mechanics
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Includes entries for maps and atlases.

Computer Networks
Develop high-performance hydraulic and pneumatic power systems Design,
operate, and maintain fluid and pneumatic power equipment using the expert
information contained in this authoritative volume. Fluid Power Engineering
presents a comprehensive approach to hydraulic systems engineering with a solid
grounding in hydrodynamic theory. The book explains how to create accurate
mathematical models, select and assemble components, and integrate powerful
servo valves and actuators. You will also learn how to build low-loss transmission
lines, analyze system performance, and optimize efficiency. Work with hydraulic
fluids, pumps, gauges, and cylinders Design transmission lines using the lumped
parameter model Minimize power losses due to friction, leakage, and line
resistance Construct and operate accumulators, pressure switches, and filters
Develop mathematical models of electrohydraulic servosystems Convert hydraulic
power into mechanical energy using actuators Precisely control load displacement
using HSAs and control valves Apply fluid systems techniques to pneumatic power
systems

PRINCIPLES OF FIRE SAFETY ENGINEERING
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An Integrated Approach to Product Development Reliability Engineering presents
an integrated approach to the design, engineering, and management of reliability
activities throughout the life cycle of a product, including concept, research and
development, design, manufacturing, assembly, sales, and service. Containing
illustrative guides that include worked problems, numerical examples, homework
problems, a solutions manual, and class-tested materials, it demonstrates to
product development and manufacturing professionals how to distribute key
reliability practices throughout an organization. The authors explain how to
integrate reliability methods and techniques in the Six Sigma process and Design
for Six Sigma (DFSS). They also discuss relationships between warranty and
reliability, as well as legal and liability issues. Other topics covered include:
Reliability engineering in the 21st Century Probability life distributions for reliability
analysis Process control and process capability Failure modes, mechanisms, and
effects analysis Health monitoring and prognostics Reliability tests and reliability
estimation Reliability Engineering provides a comprehensive list of references on
the topics covered in each chapter. It is an invaluable resource for those interested
in gaining fundamental knowledge of the practical aspects of reliability in design,
manufacturing, and testing. In addition, it is useful for implementation and
management of reliability programs.

POWDER METALLURGY
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Essentials of Metaheuristics
Socially Responsible Outsourcing is an edited collection that focus on the topic of
socially responsible outsourcing (SRO) including research frameworks, rich case
studies, and an SRO agenda for the future.

ELEMENTS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING - 4TH EDITION
The fourth edition of the book is richer in contents presenting updated information
on the fundamental aspects of various processes related to thermal power plants.
The major thrust in the book is given on the hands-on procedure to deal with the
normal and emergency situations during plant operation. Beginning from the
fundamentals, the book, explores the vast concepts of boilers, steam turbines and
other auxiliary systems. Following a simple text format and easy-to-grasp
language, the book explicates various real-life situation-related topics involving
operation, commissioning, maintenance, electrical and instrumentation of a power
plant. NEW TO THE FOURTH EDITION • The text now incorporates a new chapter on
Environmental and Safety Aspects of Thermal Power Plants. • New sections on
Softener, Water Treatment of Supercritical Boiler, Wet Mode and Dry Mode
Operation of Supercritical Boiler, Electromatic Pressure Relief Valve, Pressure
Reducing and Desuperheating (PRDS) System, Orsat Apparatus, and Safety
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Interlocks and Auto Control Logics in Boiler have been added in related chapters. •
Several sections have been updated to provide the reader with the latest
information. • A new appendix on Important Information on Power Generation has
been incorporated into the text. Dealing with all the latest coverage, the book is
written to address the requirements of the undergraduate students of power plant
engineering. Besides this, the text would also cater to the needs of those
candidates who are preparing for Boiler Operation Engineers (BOE) Examination
and the undergraduate/postgraduate students who are pursuing courses in various
power training institutes. The book will also be of immense use to the students of
postgraduate diploma course in thermal power plant engineering. KEY FEATURES •
Covers almost all the functional areas of thermal power plants in its systematically
arranged topics. • Incorporates more than 500 self-test questions in chapter-end
exercises to test the student’s grasp of the fundamental concepts and BOE
Examination preparation. • Involves numerous well-labelled diagrams throughout
the book leading to easy learning. • Provides several solved numerical problems
that generally arise during the functioning of thermal power plants.

PRACTICAL BOILER OPERATION ENGINEERING AND POWER
PLANT, FOURTH EDITION
Based on the popular Artech House classic, Digital Communication Systems
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Engineering with Software-Defined Radio, this book provides a practical approach
to quickly learning the software-defined radio (SDR) concepts needed for work in
the field. This up-to-date volume guides readers on how to quickly prototype
wireless designs using SDR for real-world testing and experimentation. This book
explores advanced wireless communication techniques such as OFDM, LTE, WLA,
and hardware targeting. Readers will gain an understanding of the core concepts
behind wireless hardware, such as the radio frequency front-end, analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog converters, as well as various processing technologies.
Moreover, this volume includes chapters on timing estimation, matched filtering,
frame synchronization message decoding, and source coding. The orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing is explained and details about HDL code generation
and deployment are provided. The book concludes with coverage of the WLAN
toolbox with OFDM beacon reception and the LTE toolbox with downlink reception.
Multiple case studies are provided throughout the book. Both MATLAB and Simulink
source code are included to assist readers with their projects in the field.

The Tribology Handbook
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth Edition, explores the key principles
of computer networking, with examples drawn from the real world of network and
protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary example, this best-selling and
classic textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The
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systems-oriented approach encourages students to think about how individual
network components fit into a larger, complex system of interactions. This book
has a completely updated content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost
importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P, wireless,
network security, and network applications such as e-mail and the Web, IP
telephony and video streaming, and peer-to-peer file sharing. There is now
increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research
and design is currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design
and architecture; the ways users can connect to a network; the concepts of
switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end protocols; congestion control
and resource allocation; and end-to-end data. Each chapter includes a problem
statement, which introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars that
elaborate on a topic or introduce a related advanced topic; What’s Next?
discussions that deal with emerging issues in research, the commercial world, or
society; and exercises. This book is written for graduate or upper-division
undergraduate classes in computer networking. It will also be useful for industry
professionals retraining for network-related assignments, as well as for network
practitioners seeking to understand the workings of network protocols and the big
picture of networking. Completely updated content with expanded coverage of the
topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including
P2P, wireless, security, and applications Increased focus on application layer issues
where innovative and exciting research and design is currently the center of
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attention Free downloadable network simulation software and lab experiments
manual available
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